
2021
Year in Review Coverage Plan
with broadcast-ready packages.

CNN Newsource is here to help you 
recap 2021's biggest stories. The Year in 
Review packages listed below highlight 
the year’s most compelling stories and 
major events.

These packages will be available from 
Monday, December 20th through 
January 3rd. All year-end items will be 
found in the Newsource portal “2021 
Year in Review” category.

CNN NEWSOURCE 
LOOKS BACK AT 2021 
WITH YOU AND YOUR 
AUDIENCE IN MIND. 



TOPICS

TOP STORIES
Reporter: Isabel Rosales
From the January 6th insurrection and 
presidential inauguration to the Delta 
variant, notable trials and more, the 
world’s top stories are covered.

WEATHER
Reporter: Chris Nguyen
Notable 2021 weather stories included 
hurricanes, wildfires, deadly heat waves, 
flooding and more. 

VIRAL / TRENDING
Reporter: Jeremy Roth
If went viral or was trending in 2021, this 
piece has it covered.

ENTERTAINMENT
Reporter: David Daniel
2021 saw actors go to space, the return 
of Bennifer, celeb marriages + divorces, 
the return of concerts and more.

OBITUARIES
Nat package
A look at notable actors and actresses, 
royalty, musicians, athletes and more 
who left us in 2021. 

DIGITAL END OF YEAR HIGHLIGHTS

WIRES

• Most Googled search terms
• Words we mispronounced the most
• A look back at amazing private space feats
• Most talked about cultural moments
• Top 10 climate and extreme weather events
• The best in TV
• Movies that mattered
• Stock year-end wrap

• How to set new year resolutions
• Look ahead at amazing space discoveries
• Congress lookahead
• Best travel destinations
• Predictions: world series, midterms

DIGITAL LOOKAHEAD FOR 2022

WIRES

QUESTIONS 
Contact your CNN Newsource partners or tweet us with your questions about coverage.

2021 Year in Review Coverage Plan

CNN Digital
Newsourcedigital@cnn.com
@CNNNSDigital

Newsource Live
nslive@cnn.com
@cnnnewsource

Newsource Distribution
newsourcefeeds@cnn.com
@cnnnewsource

• The year in numbers
• Best of the red carpet
• TikTok's top videos of the year

VIDEO
• Color of the year

VIDEO
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